
Alfa Romeo 6C1750 "Gran Sport" (Fifth Series) … A highlight of what I think I know at this time

This listing results from a personal study that has no affiliation with Alfa Romeo nor its associated companies

This listing is compiled and presented by John de Boer with the hope that some interested folks will share something of their own interest and report something about what they may know as a result!

Any input welcomed at: iicar@earthlink.net

This listing is a work in progress. I expect to be able to make it more precise from information already in my files. I'll work on it and update it as required! I hope to have your help.

In the meantime, I am hoping to attract some discussion with additional owners. Please let me know what is not yet decscribed correctly or fully.

I will share a worksheet that I use when looking at any of these cars. It will help you gather data and show what I'd like to see photographs of … if you are willing to share.

In the listing below:

Chassis/Telaio numbers in black ink = a chassis that I am quite certain exists today. I've not seen them all and have not verified them all personally. This part of the listing will evolve quickly, I hope!

Chassis numbers in red ink are those for which I have some question that would like to be answered before saying it exists with some assurance.

There are a surprising number of Alfa Romeo 6C Gran Sport cars in the fourth and fifth series that have clearly had some chassis swapping or other dramas early in the car's life.

In fact, there are enough of these occurrences  that I am no longer truly surprised when another such mystery is revealed. Describing each case will be its own individual task.

Note: I consider that these instances, when described completely, only add to the mystique and "magic" that can be felt for these cars in general. 

In the end, I hope that the small-minded investor types and "matching numbers" concours crowd will avoid forcing their own feel-good biases to judge these cars on points having little merit in some instances.

One could hope that they simply stay away from these cars and leave them to those  who understand that a chassis is simply a dynamic part of a racing sports car. It can be changed. And they were!

There is ample evidence that chassis were swapped with some regularity at Alfa Romeo - Milano and also at Alfa Romeo British Sales in the UK.

Engine numbers specifically listed without parenthesis are believed to be accompanying the original car.

Engine numbers not listed … I simply do not know enough to report on  this detail. I expect there are some blanks to fill in, one way or another.

Engine numbers ((in parenthesis)) are believed to have been separated from their original chassis … but I know that this characteristic can change over time.

If you know that an engine is or is not with a specific car these days, please share what you know. I may ask for some sort of added documentation so please be prepared to share some detail.

Coach # describes: T# = Touring body number, Z# = Zagato body number

Cd'O date or … = describing the earliest known date that the car existed as an acknowledged legal entity. Cd'O = Certificato d'Origine, a sort of "birth certificate", allowing it to be registered for the road in Italy.

Chassis/Telaio Engine/Motore Coach # Cd'O date or … Comments

6C10814301 6C10814301 Brichet Some early history is known and some relatively recent information is reported.

6C10814302 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814303 "Brianza" A car was displayed 2004 claiming this identity. Corrado Bellabarba tells me that this is a spider Brianza with the Alfa Romeo museum.

6C10814304 Early history known by a friend

6C10814305 31.1.31 "first sold 31 January 1931"  (ref: Angela Cherrett)

6C10814306 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814307 6C10814307 Z#908 2.3.31 Cd'O issued 2 March 1931. History described to 1935 in Italy. Subsequent history described from 1950circa … to present

6C10814308 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814309 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814310 Claimed "Cd'O issued February 1931". Identity claimed today

6C10814311 6C10814311 Z#913 18.3.31 Cd'O issued 18 March 1931. Known history aside from 1935circa to 1966circa

"6C10814311" Another car has claimed the identity in the past but has no parts identifiable as having come from a fifth series Gran Sport

6C10814312 ((6C10814312)) (nothing is yet known to me of the 1930's history of this chassis number)

"032091" 6C10814312 "1948" Modern history began 1948 with declared sale, new bureaucratic origin supplied by A.R.A.R. 

"6C10814312" A car (and perhaps another(?) … based perhaps on documents and/or engine use?) exist today claiming the identity

6C10814313 6C10814313 Z#917 Reportedly first titled 1933 in Switzerland. Additional details welcomed.

6C10814314 Early ownership history has been reported but is not yet documented.



6C10814315 ((6C10814315)) 3//1931 History described 1931-1932 and study continuing. Engine existed in more recent times as a spare with another car.

6C10814316 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814317 ((6C10814317)) Chassis reportedly under a car bearing a different identity. This sort of thing is turning out to be not truly unusual in the 6C world.

6C10814318 6C10814318 History known from 1960's. Earliest claimed history based on conjecture that may be correct?

"6C10814318" A second car has also claimed the identity but the car appears to have little in its makeup to support the claim.

6C10814319 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814320 6C10814320 Z#921 20.4.31 Cd'O issued 20 april 1931. History described aside from time period surrounding war years.

6C10814321 zagato First sold 27 March 1931 and raced 1931-1932. Earlier use history possible. Very interesting history described to 1936.

6C10814322 6C10814322 zagato 20.4.31 First registered 20 April 1931. History is described almost continuously.

6C10814323 6C10814323 Z#923 History known from 1962. Earlier history can probably be researched quite easily?

6C10814324 Reported in Eritrea as of 1938. No documentation seen.

6C10814325 vague reference dated 2005

6C10814326 6C10814326 T#1896** 8.4.31 First sold 8 April 1931. History desribed quite continuously since ... including a re-body by Touring circa 1936 with body #1896. Original body was Zagato.

6C10814327 9.4.31 First sold 9 April 1931. History knwn to 1935.

6C10814328 1932 and 1933 race history documented

"6C10814328" A car exists claiming the identity but is reportedly sitting on a shortened "GT" chassis.

6C10814329 zagato April 1931 origins claimed. Existed as of 1960's. 

6C10814330 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814331 6C10814331 13.5.31 First sold 13 May 1931. History seems continuous until today including 1930's re-body

6C10814332 ??Reported existence many years ago may have been a confusion with another idenity?

6C10814333 27.5.31 First registered 27 May 1931. Continuous history not yet fully researched.

6C10814334 First registered 25 May 1931. Solid leads to additional history not yet researched.

6C10814335 History described partially from 1963 to 1992

6C10814336 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814337 Vague historical notes. No documentation.

6C10814338 6.5.31 First sale 6 May 1931. History described to 1937.

6C10814339 6C10814339 The engine was reportedly removed many years ago from an accident-damaged chassis that is presumed to have been the original.

"6C10814339" A car seems to exist today claiming the identity.

6C10814340 First registered May 1931. Data in hand will allow additional research.

6C10814341 6C10814341 T#1122 11.7.31 First sold 11 July 1931. History not yet described from 1937 through 1960's.

6C10814342 Nothing known of early history. New body reportedly fitted 1980's and reported history to 2001.

6C10814343 May have raced 1932 as 1500cc car? Possible confusion with another car. General history described to 1937.

6C10814344 ((6C10814344)) Historical description begins 1990's

6C10814345 First sold 6 May 1931. History described to 1937.

6C10814346 "6C10814346" 1.6.31 Cd'O issued 1 June 1931. History described continuously. New body circa 1968. Markings on engine imply it may have had early replacement crankcase?

6C10814347 27.6.31 Cd'O issued 27 June 1931. History decribed to September 1932. Research road-block exists but may not be insurmountable?

6C10814348 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814349 6C10814349 Described vaguely beginning 1960's.

6C10814350 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814351 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814352 26.8.31 Cd'O issued 26 August 1931. History described to 1937.

6C10814353 6C10814353 Z#981 3.8.31 First registered 3 August 1931. Not well described 1932 to 1962.

6C10814354 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814355 6C10814355 9.12.31 Cd'O issued 9 December 1931. Ownership trail seems to be described continuously.

"6C10814355" A second car has claimed the identity based apparently on paperwork alone?

6C10814356 6C10814356 Z#987 10.8.31 First registered 10 August 1931. Ownership history described almost continuously but without true documentation.

6C10814357 Race history identified for 1932. Some bureaucratic history described for 1961 to 1972 time period.

Note: ((8C2111015)) Z#990 21.8.31 Cd'O issued 21 August 1931

6C10814358 6C10814358 Z#991 ? History may be described continuously from 1931 until today?



6C10814359 4.8.31 First registered 4 August 1931. Solid histrical leads from 1931 to 1936 or so.

6C10814360 21.9.31 First sold 21 September 1931. History described to 1939.

"6C10814360" A car has been reported to claim the identity in recent years, perhaps based on a chassis alone … or a car simply missing its body?

6C10814361 ((6C10814361)) Z#997 20.10.31 First sold 20 October 1931. History described almost continuously. Z#997 found inside doors.

6C10814362 A car was claimed to exist during the 1990's. No documentation seen.

6C10814363 A car was reportedly sold "out of Italy" during the 1980's. No documentation seen.

6C10814364 Some French historical data has been found describing  a period of time during the 1940's.

6C10814365 On display in a well known French Collection/Museum for many years. Nothing is known to me of its prior history.

6C10814366 6.4.32 First registered 6 April 1932. History described to 1937.

6C10814367 ((6C10814367)) Lengthy French history not yet described completely.

6C10814368 (early replacement?) 1934 historical note. 1953 photos in USA. Otherwise not well described before 1962.

6C10814369 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814370 6C10814370 1960's notes in the UK.

"6C10814371" Confused report from recent years may refer to one or more claimants to the identity?

6C10814372 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814373 6C10814373 Z#1022 First registered 19 April 1932. Mostly described to 1937 and then from 1958 onwards. Chassis numbered "6C0312889" is evidently an early replacement.

6C10814374 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814375 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814376 ((6C10814376)) Reputed "four owners to 1961". Spotty reports since. Engine in another chassis.

6C10814377 6C10814377 10//1932 Bodied October 1932 in France. Exists without precise info known to me.

6C10814378 Rebodied 1934 in GB. Additional historical notes. Known snce 1960's.

6C10814379 Bodied December 1933 in France. Was it the first body? Some notes since 1970.

6C10814380 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814381 ((6C10814381)) Notes since 1939. Engine in another chassis.

6C10814382 Notes may be based on a confusion with 6C10814387?

6C10814383 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814384 ((6C10814384)) Historical notes begin 1952.

6C10814385 1500cc 1500cc car. First registered August 1932. Described to 1934. Possible note from 1937.

6C10814386 13.6.32 Cd'O issued 13 June 1932. Sold same day. Described to December 1933 and then from 1950's. May be sitting on another chassis from early times?

6C10814387 1932 history described. Known since 1960's.

6C10814388 6C10814388 5//1932 Registered May 1932. Described since 1951.

6C10814389 Registered 1932. Additional research can be done with info in files.

6C10814390 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814391 6C10814391 Described since 1950.

6C10814392 ((6C10814392)) Some data collected from a car claimng this identity.

6C10814393 6C10814393 31.8.32 Cd'O issued 31 August 1932. Very interesting early history well described. Described continuously.

6C10814394 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814395 6C10814395 Some early historical claims have been made. Described since 1953.

6C10814396 ((6C10814396)) 31.1.33 Cd'O issued 31 January 1933. Described to 1937. Recent claimant or claimants to the identity?

6C10814397 23.11.32 Cd'O issued 23 november 1932. Described to 1934. Some notes from 1950's probably apply. Described since 1978.

6C10814398 Historical notes through 1938/39.

6C10814399 25.11.33 Cd'O issued 25 November 1933. Described to 1935.

6C10814400 Described since 1950's.

6C10814401 Described since 1950's.

6C10814402 ((6C10814402)) Described since 1949 when it raced as a 1500cc car.

6C10814403 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814404 5.4.33 Cd'O issued 5 April 1933. Very interesting history described to 1941.

6C10814405 (nothing is yet known to me)

6C10814406 6C10814406 27.6.33 1500cc testa fissa (8-main) Cd'O issued 27 June 1933. History described continuously to present.



((6C101014949)) T#1103

((6C101014942)) T#1265 "1933"

((2211053 b)) T#1280 registered 5//1933 

((6C101014936)) T#1282 "1932"

end


